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About This Game

A real-time strategy combat game based on the world of the Line Of Defense. Command a team of four Galactic Command
marines in highly classified missions in space and on planets.

Equip your team with all types of inventory items, including weapons of mass destruction, space and planetary vehicles as they
fight hard to accomplish their missions based on issue #0 of the Line Of Defense comic by DC Comics.

Line Of Defense Tactics also contains a full database of all assets from Line Of Defense MMO game – making it an excellent
companion app

Action based storyline based on the Line Of Defense comics

Real time tactical combat with a persistent team of characters

Fight the enemy in ship to ship combat, inside their bases, and on the ground

Command infantry, autonomous androids, and vehicles to complete your missions

Call in airstrikes, deploy turrets, and gain access to advanced weaponry as you progress
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Access the Line Of Defense MMO game's unit and equipment database for intel

Line Of Defense is also available for mobile (iOS, Android) devices, PC and Mac OSX.
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Title: Line Of Defense Tactics - Tactical Advantage
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
3000AD
Publisher:
3000AD
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX compliant with 2GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compliant

English
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This is easily the worst Doodle God game I've every played, and I say this as someone who usually enjoys these games. This
should not be on the steam store, or at the very least they should not be allowed to charge money for it. A grand total of 37
levels, and year-old promises from the devs to add more content to this game like more levels and achievements that never got
fulfilled. DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY ON THIS GAME, EVEN AT A SALE PRICE.. For \u00a33.99 me and some
friends bought this game to just have some fun but everytime we joined each others game, the person who was host was the only
one without major lag. We even tried rotating hosts just incase but it was always the same..

It would be alright if it worked properly.. still not sure if it's worth the \u00a33.99 price tag. An Excellent game, a great
Expansion\/Sequel to Dead Island and it improves on A LOT that the first one did bad.

VERY WORTH BUYING !!!!. There is not much fancy stuff about this game, but it is more of positive then negative. Visual
part is mostly fine, apart from projectiles(they seem overly bright and contrasty). Sound is ok, but it appears to live a seprate life
from the game. Gameplay tries to mimic classic shmups and absolutely lacks innovations. Some may regard it a plus though.
The levels lack ground targets. Separate word should be given to the difficulty. Difficulty setting does not seem to affect
anything, but the shield capacity, so the easiest setting will be a hell for a player who is not good with this type of games.
Concluding, i would say that the game left more or less positve impression and i can recommend it to all fans of shmups.. The
physics are frustrating and poorly done, making the tasks you have to do each day tedious and nearly impossible. If you like
stacking and re-stacking boxes after carrying them around the entire base in front of you (and sometimes having the POV stuck
INSIDE of them), then jumping (only about half a foot off the ground), missing, knocking over boxes, re-stacking, jumping,
etc., then this is the game for you. If you appreciate a game that doesn't base it's puzzles' requirements in badly executed
physics, then take your money elsewhere.
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While miles better than their first Sherlock Holmes game, this second outing is still not good. The plot's a bit of a jumble, and
the items you have to find far too hidden. There's also no first person option, so most of the game is spent watching Holmes
walk slowly around the large areas.

Frogwares gets better though! In fact every game after this is well worth playing, even the silly Hound of the Baskervilles.. 5-ish
minute experience without a single interraction from the player.
Not even worth a dollar!. Fun game but gets repetitive.. Yeah a good game. Worth the price. Still a little buggy, I kept getting
run-time errors which caused me to request a refund. Has tons of potential, but the main online racing scene can get a bore with
constantly grinding to earn dollars to upgrade. What they need to focus on is a campaign mode, which should be versing NPC
vehicles instead of online players. As this game is like an updated version of Street Legal Redline Racing.

I found it extremely fun, I know it's focusing on being online only. But make it single-player also. Just like redline racing did.
And fix the run-time errors and I'll re buy the game, at a higher cost!

. Grabbed this while on sale as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of money. This game is worse than cities
XL series. Stay away.
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